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Abstract: Generally, India export analysis process is carried out through subjective evaluations. Early methods of export 

attribute analysis emphasizes on value, volume, prices and policies. An exhaustive review on India export analysis process 

revealed the fact that there is no standard methodology available to assess structural change evaluation. In absence of any 

guideline, it is worthwhile developing a prescriptive framework in order to justify and indicate to export growth. This paper 

proposed a framework to export growth in early stage of India’s scenario. A phase wise sequential approach presented in the 

paper helps India exports examiner or experts to highlight the policy change effect and mitigate vulnerability in structural 

change terminology. 

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Export has gained included importance in the wake of liberalization wave clearing over the world. The pattern towards 

showcase economy in every one of the nations of world has expanded the part of Export in formative endeavors [1]. In this 

way, sends out constitute a key factor in monetary advancement of a nation. For a creating nation, it is fundamental to develop 

a sizeable fare overflow. The rate of financial development is to a great extent controlled by the rate at which a nation can 

grow its fare limit. Higher rates of monetary development have a tendency to be related with higher rates of fare development 

[2, 6]. A nation that tries to advance development while disregarding its fare execution may prevail in the short-run, however it 

will be unable to support development over a drawn out stretch of time. In this manner, it can be reasoned that Export are a 

key factor in the development procedure, not one of political crystal gazing but rather of exact reality [8, 3]. The real worry of 

the legislature in the past was confinement o f imports with a view to controlling the exchange shortage and insurance of 

household enterprises against remote rivalry. Imports were, hence were especially limited by disallowance of imports of 

numerous couple of things, import authorizing, high import obligations and outside trade confinements [5, 17]. The remote 

exchange strategy was portrayed by the suggestion of negativism. Starting mid - 1991, the Government of India acquainted a 

liberalization of changes with change and globalize the Indian economy [10, 14, 16 and 7]. Changes in the outer part of India 

were planned to incorporate the Indian economy with rest of the world. In this unique situation, the Ninth five year design 

(1997-2002) watched, the procedure of globalization is a reality which can't be denied and furthermore ought not to be stayed 

away from. In any case, it should be overseen with the goal that we can get the greatest favorable position from the world 

markets?. Changes of exchange and conversion scale arrangement were a basic component during the time spent basic 

changes. Since the start of financial changes, India?s outward introduction has expanded extensively.  
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The significant exchange strategy changes in the post-1991 period included rearrangements of methodology, expulsion of 

quantitative limitations and generous lessening in levy rates [9]. A critical improvement in the present record of adjust of 

installments in the 1990s was the wonderful development in the Export of invisibles to whatever remains of world [4, 11 and 

13]. This was made conceivable by unfrequented development in data and correspondence related administrations like PC 

programming, equipment, web, e - trade and media transmission segment [12]. The financial changes process presented since 

1991 with concentrate on advancement, receptiveness, straightforwardness and globalization has empowered expanded mix of 

the Indian economy with whatever remains of world [15]. The development rate of India?s exchange is progressively reliant on 

exogenous factors, for example, world exchange development (particularly those of the exchanging accomplices), universal 

value changes and advancement in the contender nations. Cross cash trade rates and additionally dollar rupee swapping scale 

developments likewise get reflected in the execution of India’s exchange. 

 

 2. MOTIVATION  

 

The concerns that motivated us for the development of INDIA EXPORT GROWTH FRAMEWORK (IEGF) are 

enumerated below.  

1. Present examines the trend in India’s export in term of value, volume and price indices contain ambiguous details that 

limit applicability. 

2. Unavailability of structural changes in composition of India’s export. 

3. Validation of analyzes the magnitude of changes that has taken place with respect to share of India’s export in the world 

exports are in valid range or not. 

4. Minimizing the cost and effort in measuring to new developing country and provided new services. 

 

3. INDIA EXPORT GROWTH FRAMEWORK (IEGF) 

 

The prescriptive framework as depicted in figure (1) has been proposed to measure Indian export growth with structural 

change. The proposed framework for Indian export growth consists of following four phases. 

 

1. CRITIACAL REVIEW 

The review depends on optional information which has been gathered essentially from the Economic Survey of India. In order 

to measure Indian exports, its straight measures are to be recognized. In this phase, all policy, structural change factors are to 

be documented. There is need of some more special Economic Zone (SEZs) in the export manufacturing areas. 
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2. STATISTICAL EXAMINE 

Trends are an assurance that information is changed time to time. Trends are strongly related to growth factors and constantly 

play a key role to estimates rate of growth. The trends are one of the important factors determining the quality of data. Trends 

minimization of fault is the only way to maintain the originality. Statistical Test of India’s Exports significant with two others 

which are shown in figure 1. It is essential to test the validity of proposed model for acceptance. 2 sample t tests apply for 

check the impact between IEW (Indian Exports with Worlds) and IEA (Indian Exports with ASEAN). 2t-test is handy 

hypothesis tests in statistics when compare means. Statistical impact and importance of each independent variable in the 

structural change model in apprehension. 

 

3. CORRELATION 

This is the most important step of the above framework, Correlation is a statistical relation among two or more variables; 

coefficient of correlation (simple relation) method was used for measuring the degree of correlation between variables. The 

range of correlation “r” exist between ±1, positive value of “r” indicates positive correlation between the two variables and 

negative value of ‟ indicates negative correlation between the two variables. The value of “r” vary to +1 indicate perfect 

positive correlation and vary to -1 designate perfect negative correlation, and r=0 (shows no correlation) between the two 

variables.   

 

Fig. 1. INDIA EXPORT GROWTH FRAMEWORK (IEGFSC) 
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 5. FINALIZATION 

On the basis of the export growth measurement conclusions, an evaluation of India’s exports factors is performed. A related 

result will be discussed. This phase will assist in benchmarking India’s exports factors according to their structural change. 

 

6. REVIEW AND REVISION REVIEW 

Review and Revision Review and revision are common in all phase of the India Export Growth Framework. This phase is free 

to enter at any phase of India Export Growth Framework: Structural Change Perspective. In this course of action each stage 

of the framework are reviewed and revised. Complete suggestions and improvements are integrated in this step. The changes 

occurred at any stage may implement during the review and revision at any phase of the framework. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

India Export Growth Framework structural change perspective has been developed in this study. The proposed framework 

correlates the properties with structural changes. The framework bridges the gap between Indian exports and growth criteria. 

Framework helps putting benchmarking of Indian scenario. The proposed framework is standard in nature, and may be used 

by industry experts to measure growth rate in order to structural change decisions near the beginning in the initial stage 

economic reform. Strong hypothetical basis presented by the study to supports the claim of the framework Trend, IEW, IEA 

and structural changes to measure for know to exports environment. Framework’s implementation is in steps forward, and will 

come out as our fifth coming work. 
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